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Monkeys head-gaze following is fast,
precise and not fully suppressible

Karolina Marciniak, Peter W. Dicke and Peter Thier

Department of Cognitive Neurology, Hertie Institute for Clinical Brain Research, University of Tübingen,
Tübingen, Germany

Human eye-gaze is a powerful stimulus, drawing the observer’s attention

to places and objects of interest to someone else (‘eye-gaze following’). The

largely homogeneous eyes of monkeys, compromising the assessment of eye-

gaze by conspecifics from larger distances, explain the absence of comparable

eye-gaze following in these animals. Yet, monkeys are able to use peer head

orientation to shift attention (‘head-gaze following’). How similar are monkeys’

head-gaze and human eye-gaze following? To address this question, we trained

rhesus monkeys to make saccades to targets, either identified by the head-gaze

of demonstrator monkeys or, alternatively, identified by learned associations

between the demonstrators’ facial identities and the targets (gaze versus

identity following). In a variant of this task that occurred at random, the instruc-

tion to follow head-gaze or identity was replaced in the course of a trial by the

new rule to detect a change of luminance of one of the saccade targets.

Although this change-of-rule rendered the demonstrator portraits irrelevant,

they nevertheless influenced performance, reflecting a precise redistribution

of spatial attention. The specific features depended on whether the initial rule

was head-gaze or identity following: head-gaze caused an insuppressible

shift of attention to the target gazed at by the demonstrator, whereas identity

matching prompted much later shifts of attention, however, only if the initial

rule had been identity following. Furthermore, shifts of attention prompted

by head-gaze were spatially precise. Automaticity and swiftness, spatial pre-

cision and limited executive control characterizing monkeys’ head-gaze

following are key features of human eye-gaze following. This similarity

supports the notion that both may rely on the same conserved neural circuitry.

1. Introduction
Successful social interactions require understanding peer dispositions, desires,

beliefs and intentions. A major step in developing this theory of (others’)

mind is the ability to shift attention to the same location and/or object another

person is interested in, i.e. to establish joint attention [1].

For the observer, the direction of another person’s eyes is a major source of

information on the object or place of interest to that person. Human observers

experience a strong urge to follow peer eye-gaze either overtly, by making an

eye movement themselves, or by shifting attention covertly. These shifts of atten-

tion cannot be suppressed by a primary interest in some other place or object [2]

and not even by prior knowledge that the other’s gaze may actually be misleading

[3]. These observations suggest that human eye-gaze following is a largely auto-

matic or reflex-like behaviour akin to the one evoked by salient, sudden-onset

peripheral (‘exogenous’) stimuli [4]. In standard spatial cueing paradigms,

using such exogenous stimuli, subjects respond faster to the cued than to the

non-cued target when the cue-target interval is short (‘response facilitation’).

This pattern gets inverted for longer cue-target intervals (‘inhibition of return’,

IOR) [5]. Eye-gaze cues elicit very similar orienting effects as measured by

reaction times as standard exogenous cues. However, there are also subtle differ-

ences between them with respect to the maintenance and quality of the cueing

effects across time: eye-gaze cueing causes longer response facilitation compared

to standard exogenous cues and an IOR occurs for eye-gaze following only at

cue-target intervals that are much longer than the ones for exogenous cues

[6,7]. In other words, the observer seems to be reluctant to withdraw attention
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from the gazed-at location [6], arguably because the attention-

binding effect of gaze is particularly powerful. In sum, human

eye-gaze following is a socially relevant automatic process,

most probably relying on preformed brain circuitry. This

notion receives support from developmental studies showing

that newborns already exhibit sensitivity to eye-like stimuli

driving attention [8]; and at three months of age, infants use

the other’s eye-gaze to shift their attention to peripheral

probes [9]. Recent lesion and human functional magnetic res-

onance imaging (fMRI) studies suggest that a region in the

posterior superior temporal sulcus is the core of the brain

circuitry supporting this domain-specific process [10,11].

Also adult monkeys can shift their attention guided by eye-

gaze, provided the eyes are seen from close distance [12–14].

However, the lack of conspicuous features of a monkey’s eye

[15] prevent the usage of eye-gaze cues at least from larger dis-

tances and may in general decrease the relevance of this cue

relative to the orientation of the conspecific’s head, directed at

objects of interest, i.e. head-gaze. Actually also human spatial

attention may be influenced by a number of other bodily cues

such as head or trunk orientation or pointing gestures.

Yet, clearly the dominating cue is eye-gaze [16]. Given the fact

that in monkeys, head-gaze seems to have the particular

importance eye-gaze has for humans, we asked if monkeys’

head-gaze following may exhibit similar functional character-

istics as human eye-gaze following? Previous work seemed to

suggest that both the time course and the attentional benefit

of monkeys’ head-gaze following and human eye-gaze follow-

ing may be similar [12]. However, it is unclear if monkeys’

head-gaze following also exhibits the relative independence

from high-level cognitive processes that underlie the automati-

city of human eye-gaze following [2]. So far, the evidence for

automaticity of monkeys’ head-gaze following is largely cir-

cumstantial and, in any case, insufficient to shed light on the

detailed structure of the behaviour. The reason is that in pre-

vious studies of monkeys’ head-gaze following, the tasks did

not involve elements in which the head-gaze cue would not

only have been task-irrelevant but actually misdirecting and

therefore requiring cognitive control. In order to clarify if mon-

keys’ head-gaze following can be controlled if required and,

moreover, to characterize the time course of head-gaze follow-

ing, we trained rhesus monkeys both on a head-gaze following

task as well as on a second task, requiring the usage of a learned

association between particular spatial targets and distinct facial

identities (head-gaze following versus identity matching) in

the latter case ignoring the possibly conflicting information

provided by head orientation. The attentional shifts evoked

by these tasks were gauged by asking the monkeys to detect a

luminance change at distinct spatial positions. The relevant

location could correspond to the location determined by

head-gaze, by facial identity or be different from either of the

two, independent of the prevailing task rule requiring head-

gaze following or facial identity matching. We demonstrate

that head-gaze cues cause early covert shifts of attention that

cannot be suppressed, even if inappropriate as the prevailing

task rule demanded ignoring them.
2. Material and methods
(a) Subjects
Two rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta): M1 (8 years, 9 kg);

M2 (10 years, 12 kg) were implanted with three cf-PEEK
(carbon-fibre-enforced polyetheretherketone) tripods, each atta-

ched to the skull with six ceramic screws (Thomas Recording,

Marburg, Germany). Surgeries were carried out under combi-

nation anaesthesia with isoflurane and remifentanyl with

monitoring of all relevant vital parameters (body temperature,

CO2, blood oxygen saturation, blood pressure, ECG). After

surgery, monkeys were supplied with opioid analgetics (bupre-

norphin) until full recovery. All animal preparations and

procedures fully complied with the NIH Guide for Care and

Use of Laboratory Animals, and were approved by the local

animal care committee (RP Tübingen, FG Tierschutz).

(b) Training
The monkeys were trained in a horizontal primate chair for later

studies in an MRI scanner. Their heads were fixed to the chair by

screwing the tripods to an acrylic cap with an integrated massive

cf-PEEK rod connected to the chair’s frame. Eye position

was tracked in real time using a low-cost CMOS-infrared

camera (C-MOS-Kameramodul1(C-CAM-A), Conrad Elektronik,

Germany) with infrared emitting LEDs. The custom-made soft-

ware running on a standard PC determined the location of the

centre of the pupil with a spatial resolution of 0.58 visual angle

and a temporal resolution of 50 Hz.

(c) Experimental paradigms
(i) Experiment A: learning to use different types of cues for the

guidance of spatial attention
Monkeys saw portraits of demonstrator monkeys on a monitor

in front of them. They were extensively trained (M2: six months;

M1: 1 year) to use either the orientation of the demonstrator mon-

key’s head or the monkey’s facial identity, associated with distinct

spatial positions, to shift spatial attention. The features of the cen-

tral fixation target determined the rule: a red circular fixation spot

cued the observer to make a saccade to the demonstrator’s gaze

target (gaze following). In the case of a green rectangle, the saccade

target was identified by learned associations between the peri-

pheral target and the demonstrator’s facial identity (identity

matching; electronic supplementary material, figure S1). The be-

havioural results obtained with this paradigm have already been

published in a report on the cortical underpinnings of gaze follow-

ing in monkeys [17] and further details on the paradigm can be

found there. At the centre of this study are experiments B and C

which build on this initial experiment A.

(ii) Experiment B: assessing the role of stimulus duration
We used the above-mentioned basic paradigm to assess how the

ability to shift spatial attention based on gaze direction or identity

depended on the lifetime of the portraits (‘stimulus duration’).

To this end, we pseudo-randomly presented blocks of 20–30

trials of either gaze following or identity matching with varying

stimulus duration (electronic supplementary material, figure S1c).

Note that in this experiment, the demonstrator portrait was not

preceded by the fixation portrait as in A.

(iii) Experiment C: probing the time course of spatial attention
Our primary aim was to probe the time course of monkeys’ shifts

of spatial attention guided by head-gaze or facial identity. This

was achieved by determining the monkeys’ ability to detect

subtle transient changes in luminance levels at distinct spatial

and temporal positions. In this experiment, a trial (figure 1)

started with the central cue chosen randomly to indicate that

either gaze following or identity matching would be required.

Four hundred milliseconds later, the demonstrator portrait was

presented for 300 or 400 ms (stimulus duration based on results

from experiment B). One hundred or 200 ms later (depending on

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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the duration of the portrait: 400 or 300 ms), a central, neutral cue

(a white circle) appeared for 300 ms, which was then replaced by

an informative cue. In 65% of all trials, it was the initial cue for

gaze following (red spot) or identity matching (green rectangle)

(‘standard trials’). In 35% of the trials, the informative cue adopted

a new feature (blue spot) indicating a switch to a new task rule

(‘detection trials’) demanding the detection of a transient (80 ms

duration) change of luminance of variable degree, in 50% of all
detection trials affecting one of the four peripheral targets. This

luminance change took place in a period starting at portrait onset

up to 500 ms later (stimulus-onset asynchrony relative to portrait

onset, SOA). Note that changes in luminance ended well before

providing the ultimately effective instruction, at a time the monkeys

had to assume that they would probably be rewarded for gaze fol-

lowing or identity matching as called for by the initially presented

central cue. The final disappearance of the instructive cue invited

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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the observer to deliver his response. Monkeys were rewarded

for correctly identifying the spatial target as indicated by gaze or

identity information in standard trials or by correctly detecting

the presence or absence of a change in luminance in detection

trials. Targets had a baseline luminance of 5 cd m22 and the par-

ameter estimation for sequential testing (PEST) strategy [18]

determined and increased luminance that could reach a maximum

of 43 cd m22. Luminance increases were described by their percen-

tage values (baseline ¼ 48%, maximal ¼ 100%). Luminance change

detection trials fell into four categories defined by the congruency

of the spatial positions of the luminance change target with the

positions singled out by the portrait’s head-gaze and identity,

respectively: both uninformative (neither gaze nor identity point

to the luminance change target), both informative (both gaze and

identity point to the luminance change target), identity informative

(only identity points to the luminance change target) and gaze

informative (only gaze points to the luminance change target).

We ran separate, pseudorandomized experimental sessions

(involving about 450 trials each) for each SOA randomizing trial

types within sessions (see above), collecting around 20 detection

trials per category and initial rule in each session. The size of the

luminance change was chosen by an adaptive staircase procedure

(PEST strategy; [18]). We collected 112 experimental sessions in M1

and 130 experimental sessions in M2.

(d) Data analysis
To analyse the effect of stimulus duration on performance (exper-

iment B), we ran five to six sessions per duration, condition (i.e.

gaze following versus identity matching) and monkey, and cal-

culated the mean performance across sessions. To compare the

means, we deployed a one-way ANOVA with the factor portrait

duration, separately for each monkey (a Kolomogov–Smirnoff

test had confirmed normal distribution of the data).

In experiment C, we measured the sensitivity for luminance

changes in each monkey, given SOA and category (each obtained

from 14 to 18 experimental sessions) by fitting a logistic function

to the plot of the percentage of correct responses as a function of

the luminance change level. The luminance changes for which

the fit predicted 75% of correct responses were taken as proxy

of luminance change sensitivity (‘detection threshold’). We had

to discard 32% of all sessions in M1 and 26% in M2 as the logistic

fits obtained were not significant (discussed later).

In order to fit the data with logistic functions, we used the

routines of the Palamedes toolbox for MATLAB [19]. Because of

the relatively small sample size available for individual con-

dition, we preferred logistic fits to probit fits as the latter have

been shown to be potentially inaccurate for smaller numbers of

trials [20,21]. The logistic function involves four parameters:

the guessing rate g (probability that the guess would be correct),

the lapse rate l (probability of responding incorrectly as a result

of a lapse), the detection threshold a (the stimulus value at 75%

of correct detection responses) and the slope of the function at

the detection threshold b. We assumed that g and l reflecting

the general experimental conditions would be constant across

category trials, whereas a and b would reflect the differences

in detection performance, a proxy for the attentional modulation

across categories. Therefore, keeping g ¼ 0.5 (the guessing rate ¼

50%) and l ¼ 0 (assuming subject’s responses according to the

luminance level), we searched for the best estimates of a and b.

Moreover, for each logistic function, we calculated the goodness

of fit (transformed likelihood ratio, Dev) and the associated

p-value ( pDev; range from 0 to 1, the larger the value the better

the fit). Fits were considered significant and the resulting detection

thresholds used if p , 0.05. All resulting parameters were obtained

separately for each monkey, both for gaze following (electronic

supplementary material, table S1) and identity matching (elec-

tronic supplementary material, table S2). To compare detection

thresholds between conditions, we created a sampling distribution
for each one, using the bootstrap procedure of the Palamedes tool-

box. The resulting threshold’s sampling values were normalized

across monkeys and across SOAs (both to the mean threshold)

and used for further statistical analysis. Statistical comparison

of detection thresholds was carried out by a 2 � 6 � 4 repeated

measures ANOVA with the factors condition (gaze following

versus identity matching), SOA (10, 50, 100, 200, 300 and 500 ms)

and category (gaze informative, identity informative, both infor-

mative and both uninformative). The sampling distributions

were normally distributed (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test).

To assess the precision of the early gaze following effect, we

used the above data and grouped it into the three new categories,

based on spatial vicinity of the luminance change target to the

gazed-at target: ‘precise’ (the luminance change occurs precisely

at the gazed-at target), ‘nearby’ (the luminance change occurs at

the target just adjacent to the gazed-at target within the same

hemifield) and ‘opposite’ (the luminance change occurs at the

target laying in the hemifield opposite to the gazed-at target).

We repeated the data analysis procedure as described above

for each monkey, each condition and two SOAs (50 and

100 ms). Statistical comparison of detection thresholds was car-

ried out by resorting to a 2 � 2 � 3 repeated measures ANOVA

with the factors condition (gaze following and identity match-

ing), SOA (50 and 100 ms) and precision (precise, nearby and

opposite), the sampled distributions were normally distributed

(Kolmogorov–Smirnov test).
3. Results
For this study, we used monkeys which had already been

extensively trained to make accurate saccades towards dis-

tinct spatial targets, identified by head-gaze of the portrayed

monkey or, alternatively, by relying on the learned associa-

tion between particular targets and distinct facial identities

(experiment A). As reported previously [17], they successfully

learned the two tasks and their performance levels were very

similar. Moreover, by running two behavioural control exper-

iments, we could establish that the two monkeys indeed used

head-gaze information in a geometrical manner in the gaze fol-

lowing task, rather than trying to exploit eventually learned

associations between particular head orientations and targets.

Experiment C was designed to gauge the time course and con-

trollability of shifts of spatial attention prompted by gaze cues.

In experiment C, in which a demonstrator monkey provided

the cue that would reallocate attention, it was necessary to

keep the presentation of the demonstrator as short as possible.

This was necessary to accommodate SOAs between cue onset

and the onset of the discriminandum, short enough to detect

early shifts of attention. The purpose of experiment B was

to determine the minimal presentation duration of the

portrayed monkey (i.e. minimal cue duration) still evoking

reliable shifts of attention. We assessed the role of cue duration

in providing valid spatial information, either based on gaze

direction or the identity of the portrayed monkey. For the long-

est stimulus duration, the two monkeys reached performance

levels around 70% on both tasks and tended to deteriorate

gradually and monotonically with decreasing duration, falling

below the 50% level at durations of 200–300 ms. At dura-

tions of 300–400 ms, the performance level did not yet differ

significantly from the longest stimulus duration (electronic

supplementary material, figure S1c) and was still above the

50% threshold, corresponding to two times the chance level

(¼25%). These results indicate that durations of 300–400 ms

should ensure reliable well-above chance level performance,

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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but probably only by mobilizing all attentional resources. As in

subsequent experiment C, probing the time course of atten-

tional shifts, the stimulus duration had to be as short as

possible without jeopardizing performance, 300 was chosen

in M1 and M2 for gaze following, M1 for identity matching

and 400 ms was chosen in M2 for identity matching as the

optimal duration.

In experiment C, we used the subjects’ performance in

a luminance detection task, embedded in superordinated

tasks of gaze following or identity matching (‘gaze following

context’ versus ‘identity matching context’), to identify the

spatial and temporal location of their attentional shifts. We

assumed that the subjects’ sensitivity for the luminance

change (detection threshold) would be higher, if a preceding

gaze or identity cue had drawn their attention to the lumi-

nance change location. In the gaze following context,

luminance change sensitivities were significantly better for

any SOA exceeding 10 ms if the gaze cue was informative,

compared to uninformative ones (figure 2a). The identity

cue, which according to the prevailing rule was irrelevant,

did not influence luminance detection performance. On the

other hand, in the facial identity context, gaze direction—

now the irrelevant cue—clearly mattered: for SOAs of 50

and 100 ms, luminance change detection was significantly

improved if gaze was coincidentally directed at the luminance

change target as compared to trials in which this was not the
case, again irrespective of the target to which facial identity

pointed. The perceptual influence of the relevant identity cue

became apparent only later, at SOAs of 300 and 500 ms: it facili-

tated performance independent of the gaze cue (figure 2b).

To summarize, seen gaze direction prompts an early shift of

attention, independent of whether gaze following is called

for by the prevailing rule or not. Inappropriate shifts of

attention elicited by head-gaze are corrected only later.

Are these early quasi-automatic shifts of attention

prompted by head-gaze directed at individual spatial

targets? Alternatively, perceived gaze direction might pro-

vide an early hemifield advantage, boosting luminance

change detection at any target in the hemifield identified by

gaze direction while impeding detection in the other one.

As shown in figure 3, for both contexts, gaze direction influ-

enced the perceptual threshold only if gaze fell directly onto

the target undergoing a change in luminance, suggesting that

head-gaze following is indeed spatially precise.

Does the occurrence of an intervening luminance change,

expected to attract attention, interfere with the original plan

to shift attention, based on the initial cue? In order to obtain

an answer, we tested if the performance level was correlated

with luminance change level at locations defined either by

the gaze or the identity of the portrait. A preceding luminance

change had clear effects on the performance in both contexts

(electronic supplementary material, figure S2). In support of
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the idea of automaticity of gaze following, we found that if the

luminance change target and the gaze target positions were

spatially congruent, the luminance change had a facilitating

effect on the gaze following performance (electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S2a, red symbols). Interestingly, it

had an impeding effect on the identity matching performance

(electronic supplementary material, figure S2b, red symbols).

These results indicate that luminance changes as well as head-

gaze are powerful bottom up attentional cues, involuntarily

capturing attention.

Finally, we studied the consequences of having to switch

rules for the luminance detection performance. In view of the

much stronger compellingness of the head-gaze than the

identity cue, we expected that having to switch from head-

gaze following to identity matching might come with a

larger cost. In order to assess the cost of switching between

rules, we asked if luminance change detection thresholds dif-

fered between trials in which the given task rule (head-gaze

or face matching rule) was the same as in the preceding

trial (‘repetition trials’) or different (‘switch trials’). To this

end, trials were sorted into separate pools characterized by

the presence or absence of a task rule switch and its direction

(i.e. from head-gaze following to identity matching or vice

versa: four variants), separately for the third shortest and

the longest SOA (100 versus 500 ms) and for the type of

task that the monkey was asked to carry out: identity match-

ing or gaze following. The short SOA was chosen as it

prompted automatic, rule-independent shifts of attention
guided by head-gaze. On the other hand, the longest SOA

had shown consistent shifts of attention based on the head-

gaze as well as on the identity rule, in the latter case

no longer influenced by head-gaze. Surprisingly, the statis-

tical analysis (see the electronic supplementary material,

figure 3, for details) failed to reveal significant switch cost

effects for the 100 ms SOA. Also for the 500 ms SOA, we

did not observe a switch cost effect in the sense that the

need to switch the rule would have led to poorer perform-

ance. Actually, we found a significantly better performance

for switch trials compared to repetition trials selectively for

the combination of the identity matching rule to be applied

and the gaze cue—to be ignored—being informative: in this

constellation, the monkey is asked to use identity information

although gaze determines the site of the luminance change.

The fact that the threshold is better for switch trials reflects

the fact that the monkey has not yet managed to fully suppress

the gaze following rule valid in the preceding trial, a deficiency

which we would understand as an interference effect. This

interference effect is not seen for the 100 ms SOA, simply

because for this short SOA there is not yet a significant shift

of attention based on identity that could be disrupted by gaze.
4. Discussion
We compared the ability of two types of social cues to shift

monkey’s spatial attention. The first cue was peer head-gaze

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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direction, the second one peer facial identity. Head-gaze direc-

tion identifies a distinct spatial location as an intersection of the

head-gaze direction vector and a potential object of interest. It

should provide salient geometric information that in principle

is accessible without prior learning. On the other hand, the

assignment of particular facial identities to distinct spatial pos-

itions is quite unnatural and requires the learning of arbitrary

associations. Our monkeys learned to cope with both tasks as

indicated by comparably low error rates. Moreover, they

learned a third task, requiring a change of plan from shifting

attention to the target identified by the social cue at stake, to

detecting a luminance change of any of the four targets in the

set, not necessarily the one singled out by the social cue. In

other words, this task variant required a switch from spatial

to object-based attention, allowing us to study the interactions

of the two. Reliable luminance change detection thresholds

could be determined in most, albeit not all sessions (see

Material and methods). The fact that the logistic fits used to

pinpoint thresholds failed to be significant in a minority of ses-

sions may have been a reflection of insufficient motivation to

cope with the complex task in these sessions. Our results

show that both social cues reallocated spatial attention,

which improved luminance change detection, if the focus of

spatial attention coincidentally overlapped with the luminance

change target. In case of facial identity, the shift of spatial atten-

tion required at least about 300 ms as indicated by optimal

SOAs of 300–500 ms. On the other hand, the shift of attention

prompted by the gaze cue was much faster as SOAs as short as

50 ms improved luminance detection. The fact that a clear per-

ceptual benefit from the gaze cue was visible also for the

longest SOA tested indicates that once allocated the attentional

spotlight stayed out. Finally, our data clearly indicate that only

the shift of attention guided by facial identity can be fully sup-

pressed if the other social cue is known to be the relevant one.

On the other hand, the gaze signal prompted the early shift of

attention to the gaze contingent target, regardless of its rel-

evance. If the task rule demanded relying on facial identity,

this early misallocation of spatial attention started to become

corrected only later, at about 300 ms. These findings clearly

suggest that head-gaze following of rhesus monkeys is a fast

and automatic, quasi-reflex-like behaviour. Moreover, our

data show that a head-gaze cue works as distractor, interfer-

ing with the execution of a different task, called for by the

prevailing rule. Previous studies have shown that in general

monkeys’ ability to focus on the task at hand is comparatively

poor: their performance is significantly affected by irrelevant

stimulus features (high interference costs, see [22] for review).

The interference of the head-gaze cue (and the head-gaze

rule) on a subsequent face matching task is in line with these

previous studies and in accordance with the notion of compell-

ingness, little controllabilty and automaticity of head-gaze

following in monkeys. The absence of relevant switch cost

effects in our experiments is in accordance with previous

studies which have argued that monkeys may in general be

less prone to switch costs than humans (see [22] for review).

Automaticity of monkeys’ gaze following was also suggested

by a study by Deaner & Platt [12] in which monkeys saw a con-

specific’s head oriented to the right or left. Without any specific

instruction or behavioural incentive, the observing monkeys

tended to shift their attention into the hemifield pointed to

by the portraited monkeys. Our results clearly indicate that

this head-gaze following reaction is very fast and, moreover,

that it cannot be fully suppressed, even if this was demanded
by the prevailing rule and, most importantly, that it is indeed

geometric. In other words, monkeys are able to use the

vector of others’ head-gaze direction to pinpoint a specific

spatial position, given that it meets an object of potential

interest. On the other hand, the ability of our monkeys to use

facial identity to deploy spatial attention seems to rely on a

general purpose association machinery, as suggested by both

its sluggishness and its perfect controllability. Also humans

may exploit features of centrally presented non-social cues in

order to generate shifts of attention into the periphery. An

example are non- directional symbols that acquire their spatial

connotation based on learning such as directional words [23],

numbers [24] or even word categories paired arbitrarily with

target locations [25]. These verbal cues cause shifts of spatial

orientation which are rather slow and which can be suppressed

if needed [26]. This is in full accordance with our findings on

attentional shift of rhesus monkeys guided by facial identity.

On the other hand, centrally presented symbols with immedi-

ate spatial value like pointing fingers [27], a pointing tongue

[28] or arrows prompt attentional shifts in humans at short

latencies, comparable to those of eye-gaze cues [29]. This simi-

larity between shifts of spatial attention evoked by eye-gaze

and by other cues providing spatial information in humans

might suggest that both are based on the spatial compatibility

between the cue and the target. Yet, humans have much more

control over their focus of attention when being exposed to

arrows than to eye-gaze cues [30]. Therefore, what makes

human eye-gaze following special is its resistance to top-

down influences. As shown in this study, a similar resistance

to top-down control characterizes monkeys’ head-gaze follow-

ing. However, this is not to say that gaze following in monkeys

and man is an obligatory reflex lacking any top-down modu-

lation. In fact, we observed suppression, yet only after an

initial transient shift of attention prompted by the gaze cue.

Actually, work on human eye-gaze following suggests that it

may consist of an early, hardly controllable component and a

later component that is subject to top-down control, ensuring

that it is released only if useful [31]. Our results on monkeys’

head-gaze following favour a comparable sequence of an

uncontrollable early shift of attention that takes place no

matter if demanded by the task or not and a later instruction

contingent voluntary shift component. The balance between

these components might vary with factors like facial expression

[32], social status, social preferences [33–35] or mental states

attributed to the sender [36].

Finally, we emphasize yet another close correspondence

between human eye-gaze following and monkeys’ head-gaze

following, namely the fact that both allocate attention to dis-

tinct locations in the visual field, rather than redistributing

resources between the two hemifields. Actually, as shown by

several studies, human eye-gaze following is able to single

out particular locations with a precision of a few degrees

only [37,38] and to confine the attentional spotlight to an

area as small as 2–48 [39,40]. The paradigm used in our

study of head-gaze following in monkeys did not allow us to

precisely gauge the boundaries of the attentional spotlight.

Yet, it allowed us to ascertain that it singles out restricted

areas in a given hemifield, probably not larger than 58. This

result supports the notion that monkeys’ head-gaze following

is geometric, much like human eye-gaze following.

In summary, monkeys’ head-gaze shares key features of

human eye-gaze following, namely, automaticity and swift-

ness, limited executive control and the consideration of the
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geometry of the triadic constellation defined by the positions of

the observer, the demonstrator’s gaze and his/her potential

object of interest. This close correspondence adds to converging

evidence for a conserved neural circuitry with very similar

properties in humans and monkeys. This conclusion is actually

very much in line with results from recent fMRI, which have

implicated a distinct patch of cortex in the superior temporal

sulcus activated by eye-gaze following in humans [11] and

head-gaze following in monkeys [19], not only sharing a

common general topography but also comparable relationships

to the face patch system (monkeys [19] and human [41]).
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Supplemental Figure 1

Gaze following and identity matching paradigms
A Stimuli. The same 16 portraits showing 4 individual monkeys from 4 di�erent views used in the gaze following and 
identity-matching tasks arranged by identity (columns) and head orientation (rows). The arrows point to the correct gaze 
following (red) or identity matching (green) target. Arrows and the scale were not visible during the experiment. Portraits 
and target bar were presented on an otherwise black background (here shown as gray for better visualization).
B. Sequence of events. Exemplary gaze following (left) and identity matching (right) trials. C. Results of the stimulus 
duration adjustment experiment. Mean performance level (bars indicate standard errors) as a function of portrait duration 
for gaze following (red) and identity matching (green). The stimulus duration chosen for the subsequent luminance 
detection experiments, ensuring a performance level 50% is shown in orange. M1=monkey 1, M2=monkey 2, ns= not 
signi�cant. One-way ANOVA with the factor stimulus duration, done separately for each monkey and task revealed 
signi�cant e�ect of stimulus duration (M2identity: F(9,50)=13.8, p<0.001; M2gaze: F(9,40)=17.2, p<0.001; M1 identity: 
F(9,40)=12.4, p<0.001; M1 gaze: F(9,40)=25.6, p<0.001; ns: no signi�cant di�erences (M1gaze: p=1, M1id: p=0.635, 
M2gaze: p=1, M2id: p=1) in posthoc tests after Bonferroni corrections. 
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Supplemental Figure 2

The e�ect of an intervening luminance change on head-gaze following (A) and identity-
matching (B). Performance level as a function of the luminance change level is drawn as dots 
separately for the congruency categories: gaze informative (red), identity informative (green), and 
neither of the two informative (black) as well as the various SOAs .The number in the lower right 
corner (n) of each plot speci�es the overall number of experimental sessions. The diameter of the 
individual dot re�ects the number of observations per case. The lines represent linear regressions. 
The correlation coe�cients (Spearman's rho, ρ) are depicted in the lower left corner for the respective 
class together with symbols re�ecting the signi�cance levels (p<0.001: ***; p<0.01: **, p<0.05: *). 
Signi�cant regressions are emphasized by bold lines. 
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Supplemental Figure 3

Switching costs in luminance detection.  Luminance detection thresholds for 4 conditions, 
distinguished by the congruency of spatial information provided by head gaze, facial identity with 
the actual target location (black, blue, red and green indicate the various constellations as described 
in Fig. 2,  calculated for trials in which the gaze following (A) and for trials in which the identity 
matching rule (B) governed and separately for an SOA of 100ms (left) and 500ms (right).  Bars plotted 
in light colours indicate ‚switch’ trials (the task rule in the preceding trial was opposite to the rule in a 
current one),  and those plotted in dark colours  ‚repetition’ trials (the task rule of the previous trial is 
repeated in a current trial). A 4 way repeated measures ANOVA with the factors SOA (100ms, 500ms), 
task rule (head-gaze vs. identity matching), trial type (repetition vs. switch trials) and congruency 
condition (both cues uninformative, both informative, gaze informative, identity informative) 
revealed a signi�cant interaction of trial type x SOA x congruency condition ( F[6,16.5]=3.03, p=0.006). 
A 3 way repeated measures analysis, sparing the SOA factor, applied separately to each oft he two 
individual SOA conditions showed a signi�cant trial type x task rule x congruency condition 
interaction for the 500ms SOA only (F[2.3,14.3]=5.3, p=0.004. Signi�cant pairwise comparisons 
(with Bonferroni corrections) are indicated by black asterisks (*->p<0.05, **->p<0.01, ***->p<0.001). 
Comparisons shown in black are consistent with the e�ect pattern summarized in Fig.2, those in red 
denote that signi�cant head-gaze cue improvements were found only in switch trials but not in 
repetition trials.
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